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The influence of defects on the local structural, electronic, and chemical properties of a surface oxide on
Cu(100) were investigated using atomic resolution three-dimensional force mapping combined with tunneling
current measurements and ab initio density functional theory. Results reveal that the maximum attractive force
between tip and sample occurs above the oxygen atoms; theory indicates that the tip, in this case, terminates in
a Cu atom. Meanwhile, simultaneously acquired tunneling current images emphasize the positions of Cu atoms,
thereby, providing species-selective contrast in the two complementary data channels. One immediate outcome
is that defects due to the displacement of surface copper are exposed in the current maps, even though force maps
only reflect a well-ordered oxygen sublattice. The exact nature of the defects is confirmed by the simulations,
which also reveal that the arrangement of the oxygen atoms is not disrupted by the copper displacement. In
addition, the experimental force maps uncover a position-dependent modulation of the attractive forces between
the surface oxygen and the copper-terminated tips, which is found to reflect the surface’s inhomogeneous chemical
and structural environment. As a consequence, the demonstrated method has the potential to directly probe how
defects affect surface chemical interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When an atom or molecule approaching a surface ultimately
makes contact, what happens next depends critically on its
ability to interact with that surface. To be able to influence
the events following the atom’s/molecule’s arrival towards a
desired outcome, a detailed, atomic-scale knowledge of the
specifics of the atom/molecule-surface interaction is needed.
This knowledge is particularly important to understand me-
chanical phenomena, such as adhesion or friction, physical
processes, such as those governing thin-film growth as well as
chemical reactions occurring during surface oxidation, corro-
sion, or heterogeneous catalysis.1,2 Despite the considerable
success of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in providing
atomic-scale information about surface phenomena3,4 (e.g.,
the determination of preferred adsorption sites5 and activation
barriers for diffusion,6 characterizing adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions7 as well as observing surface reconstructions8
and reactions on the atomic scale),9 it does not deliver
quantitative information regarding local chemical interaction
forces associated with specific atomic sites on the sample
surface through these approaches.
Noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM), on the
other hand, can be utilized to perform atomic-resolution
force spectroscopy, leading to a quantitative characterization
of the force interactions between specific atomic sites on
a surface of interest and a local probe (the microscope’s
tip).10–12 Impressive accomplishments obtained with NC-AFM
in recent years include the chemical identification of single
atoms,13 high-resolution imaging and identification of indi-
vidual organic molecules,14 localization and discrimination
of individual chemical bonds,15,16 as well as mapping the
charge distribution within a single molecule.17 Moreover, the
extension of local force measurements to all three spatial di-
mensions has led to the establishment of the three-dimensional
atomic force microscopy (3D-AFM) technique, which enables
the recording of full quantitative three-dimensional maps of
interaction forces on surfaces with atomic resolution.18–20 The
additional recording of the tunneling current during NC-AFM
experiments has allowed the simultaneous characterization of
electronic properties associated with surface atoms, resulting
in the acquisition of complementary physical information from
multiple data channels.21–23
Metal oxides, which are of great importance for a number
of fields, such as microelectronics and catalysis,24 have
frequently been investigated by NC-AFM imaging and force
spectroscopy experiments in the past.12,25,26 Based on this
general scientific and technological interest and the fact that
they feature multiple chemical species that can be accessed
individually by a local probe, metal oxides are well suited
for 3D-AFM investigations where variations in interaction
forces on metal and oxygen atoms ought to be quantified and
compared. In addition, chemical imaging/identification can be
aided by simultaneous STM measurements where images tend
to reflect the more conductive metallic surface species. Finally,
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since metal-oxide surfaces frequently feature atomic-scale
surface defects, such combined 3D-AFM/STM experiments
present a good opportunity to investigate defect structures and
their effects on tip-sample interactions.
Motivated by the issues outlined above, we conducted a 3D-
AFM study of the Cu(100)-O surface [in situ surface oxidized
Cu(100)], combined with simultaneous tunneling current
measurements and ab initio density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. Force interactions associated with individual
oxygen atoms on the sample surface are quantified, and the tip
structure/chemistry as well as the structure of a specific surface
defect associated with dislocated copper atoms are determined.
It will be shown that the combination of these experimental
and theoretical methods allows the assignment of force and
tunneling current maxima to specific oxygen and copper
atoms, respectively, and the identification of dislocations in
the Cu surface lattice that lead to a modulation in the attractive
interactions of the oxygen atoms with the tip.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Sample system
As many other transition metals, Cu-based materials are
active catalysts for a number of important reactions involving
oxygen including methanol synthesis,27 the water-gas-shift
reaction,28 and the reduction of nitrogen oxides.29 Addition-
ally, understanding the behavior of surface oxides is crucial
to unravel the atomic-scale details of bulk oxidation and the
corrosion of metals,30–33 which, as a particularly well-known
example, over time, bestows bulk copper its green patina. For
these reasons, the oxygen-induced (2√2 × √2) R45◦ missing-
row reconstruction of copper described below [referred to
as Cu(100)-O] represents an attractive model system for
atomic-scale investigation by 3D-AFM that is complementary
to the oxidized Cu(110) surface, which had previously been
investigated.34
A schematic of the (2√2 × √2) R45◦ missing-row recon-
structed surface is pictured in Fig. 1. In this one-monolayer-
FIG. 1. (Color online) Missing-row model of the surface oxide
layer on the Cu(100) surface. A rectangular unit cell, the positions of
Cu1 and Cu2 atoms and the missing rows, as well as the alternating
separation of O atoms are highlighted.
thick reconstruction, oxygen atoms are located nearly co-
planar with the copper atoms.35,36 Thereby, the two chemical
species feature strikingly different structural arrangements:
One-third of the copper atoms (Cu1) are located in the centers
of the filled rows on the surface, whereas, the remaining Cu
atoms (Cu2) are on the edges of filled rows. In contrast, oxygen
(O) atoms are arranged in rectangles of equal height parallel to
the missing rows (3.6 A˚) but alternating width (3.5 and 3.7 A˚,
respectively) perpendicular to them due to a lateral relaxation
towards the missing rows.37
The sample preparation composed, first, the cleaning of a
commercially available Cu(100) single crystal through several
sputtering and annealing cycles. After confirming the surface
order and cleanliness through low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) and STM measurements, the (2√2 × √2) R45◦
missing-row reconstruction was obtained by exposing the
surface to 1000–3000 L of molecular oxygen at a temperature
of ≈575 K in the same ultrahigh vacuum chamber where the
sputter/anneal cycles were performed. A clear indication of
the successful formation of the (2√2 × √2) R45◦ reconstruc-
tion is the observation of a very ordered surface structure by
STM that is characterized by step pinning along the 〈001〉
directions and perpendicular domains on terraces.35,38–40
B. Data acquisition
For the measurements described in this paper, we have
used a homebuilt low-temperature ultrahigh vacuum NC-
AFM/STM with high stability and low drift.41 The sample
was probed with an electrochemically etched and field ion-
beam-treated Pt/Ir tip, which was attached to a tuning fork in
the qPlus configuration (spring constant k ≈ 2000 N/m and
resonance frequency f0 = 29 177 Hz).42 All measurements
were performed at a temperature of 5 K with an oscillation
amplitude of ≈1.0 nm. The three-dimensional data set of forces
and tunneling currents presented in Sec. IV was acquired over
≈10 h using the same data acquisition and analysis schemes
reported earlier in Refs. 19, 43, and 44 which were further
enhanced by the simultaneous recording of tunneling currents.
After drift correction (≈4.5 A˚ in both x and y directions over
the course of data acquisition), the full data set was composed
of 221 × 221 pixels laterally. The contact potential difference
was roughly compensated by applying a bias voltage of U =
−0.4 V to the sample surface. This led to very small
tunneling currents with the maximum current averaged over an
oscillation cycle being ≈6 pA at the plane of closest approach.
III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A. Defining the structural model for the Cu(100)-O surface
The first step in our theoretical approach involved DFT
simulations designed to yield a precise structural model of
the Cu(100)-O surface that could be used as input for the
subsequent simulations of the NC-AFM and STM experi-
ments, respectively. Towards this end, the surface was modeled
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code45
and projector augmented-wave (PAW) method46,47 coupled
with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation
functional.48 A four-layer slab model of the Cu(100)-O
(2√2 × √2) R45◦ surface was constructed based on the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The 2 × 4 unit-cell segment of the op-
timized Cu(100)-O surface oxide structure with Cu atoms shown
in gold, O atoms shown in red, and subsurface Cu slabs shown in
dimmed gray. (a) The vertical displacement of surface atoms around
the missing-row feature seen in the x-z plane (side view). (b) The
difference in O and Cu2 atom lateral displacements towards the
missing row, perspective view.
computed bulk Cu lattice constant of 3.638 A˚ (bulk modulus:
138 GPa). Subsequent structural optimizations of the top two
layers were performed in a 2 × 1 unit cell (7.2 × 3.6 A˚) with
periodic boundary conditions, using a 450-eV plane-wave
cutoff and a 4 × 8 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh for k-point
sampling, until forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/A˚. The
obtained missing row surface reconstruction, illustrated in
Fig. 2, was in good agreement with experimental data and
previous theoretical studies37,49 as shown in Table I: The Cu2
and O atoms both move towards the missing row (by 0.23 and
0.04 A˚, respectively). Cu1 atoms are positioned 0.13 A˚ above
the Cu2 atoms in the top surface layer, whereas, O atoms cap
the surface at a height of 0.2 A˚ above the Cu1 atoms.
For the purposes of STM image simulation, the surface was
also computed using the OPENMX 3.5 DFT code51 with a basis
set of optimized single-ζ pseudoatomic orbitals (PAOs) gen-
erated for a PBE exchange-correlation functional and a norm-
conserving pseudopotential.52 Calculations of the Cu(100)-O
surface (computed bulk Cu lattice parameter was 3.679 A˚)
were performed in a 2 × 1 (7.4 × 3.7 A˚) unit cell with a PAO
cutoff of 6.0 a.u. (for both Cu and O), energy cutoff of 200 Ry,
8 × 16 × 1 k-point mesh, and a force tolerance of 0.01 eV/A˚.
The resulting Cu(100)-O surface reconstruction and band
structure were found to be in very good agreement with our
VASP calculations and previously obtained data (see Table I).
B. Tip-sample force simulations
DFT simulations of tip-surface interactions responsible
for the contrast observed in experimental AFM images were
performed using the VASP code45 with a 4 × 4 Cu(100)-O unit
cell (14.5 × 14.5 A˚), using a 420-eV plane-wave cutoff and
a minimal 2 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh. Four different
model tips (the exact structures of which are discussed in
Sec. IV of this paper) were placed above six unequal sites
of the Cu(100)-O surface with the tip apex initially at d =
5 A˚ above the surface. Note that, in this context, d refers to
the tip-sample distance controlled by the piezo displacement
rather than the actual distance between the closest tip and the
surface atoms, which varies due to the relaxations induced by
the tip-sample interaction. The rigid parts of the tips were then
lowered in steps of d = 0.25 A˚; at each step, the bottom two
layers of the tip and the top two layers of the Cu(100)-O
surface were allowed to relax into the most energetically
favorable configuration to allow for structural rearrangements.
Site-dependent energies and forces of tip-surface interactions
were then extracted for all four tip models used.
C. Surface defect simulations
Geometries for adatom defects (referred to as filled-row or
“type-I” defects, cf. Sec. IV) were initially obtained through
VASP structural optimization calculations in 4 × 4 Cu(100)-O
unit cells, using a 4 × 4 × 1 k-point mesh and a force tolerance
of 0.03 eV/A˚. Simulated STM images were computed after
geometry reoptimization in a larger 4 × 6 Cu(100)-O unit cell
system with a 4 × 3 × 1 k-point mesh using the OPENMX code.
The alternative defect structure (displacement or “type-II”
defect) was generated by a 90◦ rotation of two Cu2 atom
pairs in a 4 × 6 Cu(100)-O unit cell, followed by a structural
optimization (4 × 3 × 1 k-point mesh) using the OPENMX code.
All defect structures were ultimately computed in larger unit
cells in an attempt to eliminate any structural strain associated
with periodic boundary conditions.
D. Tunneling current simulations
The nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method53
was employed for the calculations of distance-dependent x-y
tunneling current maps using the OPENMX electronic structure
data as a representation of the sample. To generate the
electronic structure of the probe, model tips identical to those
used in the AFM study were grafted onto slabs of Cu(111)
to generate the bulklike electronic states needed for current
evaluation. The tips were placed at a height h above the surface
(distance between the center of the tip apex atom and the atom
defining the highest surface point) and were shifted laterally on
a fine mesh as currents were computed by integration in bins of
TABLE I. Vertical and lateral displacements of Cu(100)-O surface atoms in angstroms, enabling comparison of this work to previous
theoretical and experimental data. The lateral displacements were defined in reference to ideal lattice coordinates of atoms.
d (A˚) VASP OPENMX DFT37 DFT49 Expt.50 Expt.36
z [O-lay2] 2.23 2.18 2.21 2.21 2.14 2.05
z [O-Cu1] 0.20 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.09
z [O-Cu2] 0.33 0.27 0.31 0.28 0.10 0.17
x [O] 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.04
x [Cu2] 0.23 0.33 0.19 0.25 0.30 0.29
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Three-dimensional representation of
chemical interaction forces over an area of 2.89 × 2.89 nm. The
color scale ranges from −12 pN (dark blue, least attractive) to +10
pN (dark red, most attractive) with the average force at each height
subtracted.18,19 Note that the z axis has been arbitrarily set to z = 0 pm
at the distance of closest approach, i.e., the displayed values do not
coincide with the definition of the distance d in the simulations.
0.05 V across a bias voltage of U = −0.4 V that was used in
experiments.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to characterize the interaction forces associated
with individual atoms of the Cu(100)-O surface, 3D-AFM
experiments with a simultaneous recording of tunneling
current were performed. The resulting three-dimensional map
of interaction forces is shown in Fig. 3. We start our discussion
with the analysis of the force map of Fig. 4(a) which has
been extracted from the lowest plane of the 3D data set. It
should be noted that this image represents a quantitative map
of the chemical interaction forces associated with the sample
surface on an atomic scale at a fixed height rather than a
FIG. 5. (Color online) Probe tips considered in the calculations
(perspective views with copper atoms in gold and oxygen atoms in
red). (a) Cu-terminated tip; (b) O-terminated tip; (c) dangling bond
O tip; (d) O-adatom tip (“CuO tip”).
fixed frequency shift map as delivered by standard NC-AFM
measurements. The circular maxima observed in the image are
found to have alternating separations of 3.5 and 3.7 A˚ in one
direction, whereas, they are evenly spaced in the other direction
with a periodicity of 3.6 A˚. Since the only type of lattice site on
the surface that features such an arrangement is oxygen atoms,
one can clearly identify the maxima observed in the force
channel as such; the alternating periodicity further enables the
unambiguous assignment of the locations and directions of the
missing rows.
This information can now be used to establish the chemical
nature of the probe tip’s apex atoms. It is well documented that
the contrast observed in NC-AFM measurements is strongly
influenced by the structure and chemical composition of
the tip apex.54–56 Despite recent advances, the experimental
determination of the tip apex structure and chemistry re-
mains difficult,16 which is why ab initio DFT calculations
have been employed to identify tip apices used in specific
experiments.54,56 As described in Sec. III, we have performed
DFT calculations using a number of possible candidates,
looking for tip apices that would interact most strongly with
oxygen atoms of the surface. Due to the fact that the tip
apex has been treated by controlled contact with the sample
surface prior to data acquisition, tips with Cu and Cu-O apices
have been given priority (see Fig. 5). Simulations of force
interactions with six unequal symmetry sites on the model
sample surface strongly suggest that the experimental tip
FIG. 4. (Color online) Simultaneous 3D-AFM and tunneling current measurements on Cu(100)-O (2.89 × 2.89 nm). (a) Horizontal force
map cut from the data set shown in Fig. 3 at the distance of closest approach. Circular maxima reveal the oxygen atoms’ alternating spacing of
3.5/3.7 A˚. Total force contrast is 23 pN; dashed lines circle the locations of defects identified from the current map in Fig. 2(b). (b) Tunneling
current data displaying a ladder-type contrast as well as defects in the form of apparent nonmissing rows. The gray scale covers the range of
0–7 pA (dark to bright). (c) Structural model of the imaged area where defects formed through lateral movement of Cu2 atoms are highlighted.
Comparing (a) and (b) reveals that the current and force images are offset by ≈140 pm.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Force-distance curves computed for (a) Cu and (b) CuO tips (insets: zoom of the forces in the 400–500-pm distance
range). (c) and (d) display, for Cu and CuO tips, the force difference (dF) between individual lattice sites and the missing-row bridge site
(mr:bridge) located between two Cu atoms on both sides of a missing row. A comparison with experimental force contrast reveals that the
closest tip-sample distance during the experiments is 425–450 pm.
has a Cu-terminated apex: Force-distance curves for the two
Cu-terminated tips [(a) and (d) in Fig. 5], shown in Fig. 6,
indicate that both tips interact most strongly with the O atom
on the surface, although the reactivity of the O-contaminated
tip is reduced. By relating the difference between computed
force curves associated with individual lattice sites for the two
types of tip apices [see Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)] to experimental
force contrasts in the plane of closest approach, we estimated
the smallest experimental tip-surface distance to be 425–
450 pm where structural rearrangement of both tip and surface
was negligible.
Based on this insight into the chemical and structural identi-
ties of the tip apex used in the experiments, the simultaneously
recorded tunneling current can be considered [Fig. 4(b)].
Force and tunneling current channels exhibit vastly different
contrasts with the current channel displaying a ladder-type
contrast where bright rows of current maxima are intercon-
nected by faint bridges. In contrast to the force channel, the
assignment of maxima is more involved because two lattice
sites (the Cu1 atoms as well as the fourfold coordinated hollow
sites between the Cu1 and the Cu2 atoms) feature the correct
symmetry, and a possible lateral shift between the force and
the current channels caused by the different physical nature of
the tracked interactions19,57 prevents us from simply carrying
the lattice assignment from the force channel over into the
current channel. Nevertheless, current map simulations reveal
that, for all copper-terminated tips profiling at tip-sample
distances of ≈450 pm that we considered, the predicted
contrasts match well with the experimentally observed data
[see Fig. 7(e)]. Using the simulated images, we can, therefore,
identify current maxima as Cu1 atoms while the faint bridges
mark the positions of the electronic density shared by Cu2
atoms. Thus, combining force-based oxygen imaging with
current-based Cu imaging results in chemically selective
simultaneous imaging of two atomic species.
With the assignment of the maxima completed, we move to
a more detailed analysis of the data. Three aspects stand out:
First, defects in the form of what appear to be nonmissing
rows are observed at several locations in the current map
of Fig. 4(b). This is in stark contrast to the regular atomic
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Tip and defect identification. (a) Clean Cu-terminated tip (side view). (b) Cu-terminated tip stabilized by an oxygen
atom located at the side (CuO tip; side view). (c) Origin of the offset between force and current channels for the CuO tip: The oxygen atom
close to the apex causes the current maximum to shift towards the direction of the oxygen, whereas, the strongest force interaction remains
with the apex atom. (d) Structural model for the defect-free surface; insets of tip models define the notation used to describe tip orientation.
(e) Corresponding simulated STM signature, revealing a ladder-type contrast. The upper panel has been computed for a symmetric Cu tip,
and the bottom panel has been computed for a CuO tip with θ = 45◦. The offsets resulting from tip asymmetry are highlighted. (f) and (g)
Model and computed STM signatures for a missing row partially filled with four Cu atoms (filled-row defect, represented by green spheres
in blue enclosure). Simulations for a CuO tip with θ = 45◦ predict a dark row along the defect in strong contrast to experimental results.
(h) Energetically favorable defect model created by lateral displacement of Cu2 atoms (purple spheres, highlighted by blue enclosure). For this
“displacement defect,” distortions in the positions of the O atoms are minimal both in lateral and in vertical directions. (i) Corresponding STM
image calculated for a CuO tip with θ = 45◦. The appearance of an apparent nonmissing row is clearly observed along the length of the defect.
All current maps are calculated at a constant height of 450 pm and at a bias voltage of −0.4 V.
arrangement observed in the force map and highlights the ad-
ditional information that recording multiple data channels can
provide. Second, despite apparent regularity, force maxima in
Fig. 4(a) feature clearly visible variations in force interaction.
Finally, the last—and more subtle—effect is the fact that the
assignment of maxima results in an offset between the force
and the current channels of (140 ± 10) pm that forms an angle
of θ = (47 ± 3)◦ with respect to the direction of the missing
rows [Fig. 4(b)]. The existence of such offsets is a well-known
fact in the SPM community, but even though values in the
same range have previously been reported,19,57 no quantitative
explanation has been provided so far.
Here, we tackle this problem and show that we are
able to relate the large offset with the chemical termination
of the experimental tip. First, we performed tip approach
simulations, which revealed that pure Cu tips [Fig. 5(a)]
exhibit a degree of reactivity that makes them easily pick up
O atoms on this surface, with jump-to-contact events being
observed at 375 pm. This oxygen affinity of the tip may
lead to O-atom contamination close to the Cu apex [CuO tip;
Fig. 5(d)], which then introduces an asymmetry into the tip
that has consequences for both force and current contrasts.
Adverse effects on image contrast are, however, small for
forces: Systematic tip approach calculations performed on
various lattice sites have shown that the location where the
force maximum is observed shifts only slightly, remaining
within 25-pm distance from the Cu apex atom for most
tip-sample distances and tip orientations covered. But unlike
the force channel, the asymmetry effect is significantly more
pronounced in the STM channel as illustrated in Fig. 7(e)
where a current image for a 45◦ rotated CuO tip (bottom part)
is compared to the current image simulated for a pure copper
tip (top part). In this case, the apparent offset of the current
maxima from the actual locations of the Cu1 highlighted by
the pure Cu tip atoms is x = 73.6 and y = 66.2 pm, which
results in a total offset of roughly 100 pm in the direction of
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the contaminating oxygen atom [see Fig. 7(d) for a structural
model and the definition of the rotational angles]. Additional
calculations performed for tip orientations of 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦,
and 90◦ revealed that the location of maximum current always
moves roughly 100 pm away from directly below the Cu apex
atom towards the direction of the O atom as illustrated in
Fig. 7(c). This leads us to conclude that both the Cu apex and
the contaminant O atoms contribute to the tunneling current
during STM image acquisition. Combined, the asymmetry
effects in the SPM measurements lead to an apparent offset
between force and current channels for the 45◦ rotated CuO
tip that matches well with the experimental observation within
the expected accuracy of this approach. We note that, in our
analysis, we have not considered the possible influence of the
local contact potential differences on the tip-sample force that
has been recently discussed by Sadeghi et al.58 We expect this
effect to be small in our case as we are dealing with essentially
metallic Cu samples with just a single monolayer of CuO oxide
on top, the tip apex is contaminated with the sample material,
and we are using a small bias voltage ( −0.4 V).
To clarify the nature of the surface defects, the calculations
were extended to consider a number of potential candidates
in the form of adsorbed atoms of C, H, O, and Cu (type-I
defect) as well as structural changes involving the lateral
displacement of Cu atoms in an enlarged unit cell (type-II
defect). Geometries for type-I adatom defects reveal that
the introduction of the adatom species Cu, O, C, and H
into surface and subsurface layers of the missing row area
results in localized bond stretching and surface distortions
with neighboring O atoms displaced up to z = + 0.4 A˚
(depending on the adatom species) around the filled-row
defects. Such features, illustrated in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), are
notably absent in experimental oxygen-sensitive AFM images.
In addition, simulated STM images [Fig. 7(g)] predict the
protruding O surface atoms to become the dominating image
features, whereas, the adatoms located along the missing rows
ought to appear as empty states, which conflicts with the
observed experimental STM image contrast [e.g., Fig. 4(b)].
The alternative defect structure (type II) was generated by
a 90◦ rotation of two Cu2 atom pairs in a 4 × 6 Cu(100)-O
unit cell. The resulting surface geometry featured negligible
vertical displacement of O atoms (≈0.01 A˚) and lateral shifts
smaller than 0.05 A˚. Cu atoms suffered more displacement:
Cu2 pairs in the nondefect row rise up to 0.03 A˚, in
particular, the pairs adjacent to the rotated Cu2 defect. This
indicates residual surface strain in the 4 × 6 unit cell as
due to periodic boundary conditions; the nondefect rows are
effectively sandwiched between defect rows and are unable
to fully relax. Corresponding STM images clearly identify
the displacement defects in the missing row but also exhibit
brighter Cu2 features adjacent to the Cu defect pairs that are
not seen in the experiments [see Fig. 7(i)]. These features can
be related to the spurious interaction between the long-range
elastic strain fields induced by the defects in neighboring cells
that is still present even in our rather large supercell. Computed
defect formation energy of 0.23 eV for two defect pairs in a
unit cell is low enough to suggest easy defect formation at
room temperature.
Consequently, using energetic, geometric, and current
signature considerations as described above, the defect can
FIG. 8. (Color online) The 2 × 6 unit-cell segment of the opti-
mized Cu(100)-O surface oxide structure containing defect atoms in
the missing row with Cu atoms shown in gold, O atoms shown in
red, and subsurface Cu slabs shown in dimmed gray. Filled-row and
displacement Cu defects are colored green and purple, respectively.
(a) and (c) The vertical displacement of surface atoms around
the defect-filled missing row seen in the x-z plane (side view),
demonstrating the additional displacement of O atoms around the
filled-row defects in comparison to the case of displacement defects.
(b) and (d) The difference in O- and Cu2-atom lateral displacements
towards the defect-filled missing row, perspective view.
be identified as representing a lateral displacement of Cu2
atoms described in Figs. 4(c) and 7(h). As one can infer
from the simulations, the type-II defect, produced by the
model of Fig. 7(h), leads to the detection of an apparent
nonmissing row in the current data similar to the experimental
observation [Fig. 7(i)]. Such displacement defects are com-
mon in directional monolayer reconstructions as they allow
them to partially equilibrate their intrinsic uniaxial stress by
introducing a 90◦ turn of the missing row.59 Ultimately, they
may lead to the growth of perpendicular structural domains
as frequently observed on Cu(100)-O.35–40 Due to minimal
displacement of oxygen atoms (≈1 pm in contrast to ≈40-pm
vertical displacement near type-I defects), oxygen-sensitive
force images do not directly reveal the presence of any of
these defects. As demonstrated with these results, the capacity
to uncover novel information by combining images obtained
simultaneously through different contrast mechanisms, which
helped to identify the surface defect in this paper, is a major
advantage of multichannel imaging techniques.
Finally, we turn our attention to the atom-specific charac-
terization of the interaction forces. Using vertical force maps,
such as the one depicted as part of Fig. 3, one can study
the evolution of chemical interaction forces with increasing
distance from the surface. The total force corrugation in the
plane of closest approach is ≈23 pN, which corresponds to
only 1.7% of the maximum force detected within that plane
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( −1.34 nN) but agrees well with the DFT prediction for the
CuO tip at distances of 425–450 pm (see Fig. 6). As expected,
the force corrugation decreases with increasing distance and
disappears ≈250 pm above the plane of closest approach.
In addition, substantial differences between the chemical
interaction forces associated with individual O atoms of up
to ≈9 pN (or ≈40% of the total force contrast) are found both
in the 3D map of Fig. 3 as well as in the horizontal force
map of Fig. 4(a) where they manifest as uneven brightness of
force maxima. Using the findings established in the previous
paragraphs, the force modulation can be concluded to reflect
the defect-induced inhomogeneous chemical and structural
environment revealed in the tunneling current image.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented the results of a study combining
the application of 3D-AFM with simultaneous recording of
tunneling current and ab initio DFT calculations on the
model sample surface of Cu(100)-O. This combined approach
allowed not only the full three-dimensional characterization of
atomic-scale interaction forces associated with oxygen atoms
on the sample surface, but also the species-selective imaging
of oxygen and copper, which ultimately allowed the detection
and identification of surface defects in the form of dislocated
Cu atoms. Moreover, our results show that 3D-AFM can detect
variations in local tip-surface interactions even for atoms of the
same chemical species. This demonstration further underlines
the versatility of high-resolution scanning probe measurement
technologies: As the variations ultimately reflect changes in
the local chemical environment due to, e.g., structural defects,
it opens the door for studies of how the presence of a defect
modifies the interactions of the affected atoms with their
environment.
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